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Nature-based solutions are becoming an increasingly important
component of sustainable coastal risk management. For partic-
ularly destructive hazards like tsunamis, natural elements like
vegetation are often combined with designed elements like sea-
walls or dams to augment the protective benefits of each com-
ponent. One example of this kind of hybrid approach is the
so-called tsunami mitigation park, which combines a designed
hillscape with vegetation. Despite the increasing popularity of
tsunami mitigation parks, the protective benefits they provide
are poorly understood and incompletely quantified. As a conse-
quence of this lack of understanding, current designs might not
maximize the protective benefits of tsunami mitigation parks.
Here, we numerically model the interactions between a single
row of hills with an incoming tsunami to identify the mecha-
nisms through which the park protects the coast. We initialize
the tsunami as an N wave that propagates to shore and impacts
the coast directly. We find that partial reflection of the incom-
ing wave is the most important mechanism by which hills reduce
the kinetic energy that propagates onshore. The protective ben-
efit of tsunami mitigation parks is thus comparable to that of a
small wall, at least for tsunamis with amplitudes that are com-
parable to the hill height. We also show that hills could elevate
potential damage in the immediate vicinity of the hills where
flow speeds increase compared to a planar beach, suggesting the
need to include a buffer zone behind the hills into a strategic
park design.

tsunami risk mitigation | nature-based solutions | mitigation parks | green
belts | coastal forests

In the past two decades, several devastating tsunami events
have increased awareness of the threat that tsunamis pose

to coastal communities and invigorated a debate about nature-
based approaches for tsunami risk reduction (1–11). Nature-
based approaches are attractive because they potentially offer
numerous benefits beyond risk mitigation including social, eco-
nomic, and environmental services (12) and can be cheaper
to build than sea walls (see SI Appendix for additional factors
contributing to the cost–benefit ratio of the two approaches).
Our understanding of and ability to quantify how tsunamis
interact with natural features, however, are limited, which
translates into considerable uncertainty regarding the protec-
tive benefits of nature-based approaches and their optimal
design (4).

One common nature-based approach to mitigating tsunami
risk is the so-called tsunami mitigation park. Tsunami mitiga-
tion parks are intentionally designed landscape units on the
shoreline that are built to protect critical infrastructures or com-
munities at risk behind the park. Most designs for mitigation
parks combine an engineered element, like a hillscape, with a
natural element, like vegetation (Fig. 1). They are hence hybrid
approaches to mitigating tsunami risk and are different from

purely natural solutions like mangroves (1, 13–21) because they
offer the possibility of strategic design.

Advancing our ability to design tsunami mitigation parks
strategically to maximize their protective benefit requires an
in-depth understanding of how tsunamis propagate through
them, but very little research has looked at how to best
combine traditional engineered structures (gray elements) and
vegetation (green elements) to maximize tsunami risk mitiga-
tion. The goal of this paper is to improve our understand-
ing of the protective benefits of tsunami mitigation parks to
guide strategic park design. We focus on the engineered, topo-
graphic element of the park since it offers more opportuni-
ties for strategic design. Previous studies have mostly inves-
tigated the role of vegetation on tsunami runup (2, 22–27),
but not specifically considered hybrid approaches to mitigating
tsunami risk.

Significance

Hybrid approaches to mitigating tsunami risk combine veg-
etation (green element) with traditional engineering com-
ponents (gray elements) to maximize protection and other
benefits. While hybrid approaches like tsunami mitigation
parks are being built worldwide, our understanding of the
protective benefits they provide and our ability to opti-
mally design these parks are limited. Here, we show that
the main protective benefit of tsunami mitigation parks is
the reflection of wave energy. Reflection can be maximized
through strategic design of the park’s hillscape, at least for
tsunami amplitudes that are comparable to the hill height.
Apart from the protective benefits of the park, we high-
light that tsunami mitigation parks could locally increase
tsunami risk, depending on the placement and arrangement
of the hills.
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Constitución, Chile

South Java, 
Indonesia

Miyagi Prefecture, 
Japan

Ring of Fire

Fig. 1. Three examples of tsunami mitigation parks along the ring of fire that are currently being planned and/or constructed in South Java, Indonesia
(image courtesy of A.M.); Miyagi Prefecture, Japan and Constitución, Chile. Miyagi prefecture image and Constitución image credit: Morino Project and
Felipe Diaz Contardo (photographer).

The motivation behind integrating a hillscape into the design
of a tsunami mitigation park is to create obstacles that reduce
the destructive reach of the tsunami. Field studies have shown
that local topographic effects can create dramatic variability in
onshore flow conditions (28–30). For example, during the 2009
tsunami in Samoa, runup heights varied from under 2 m to just
over 15 m along a 100-km span of coastline on the southern side
of Upolu Island (29). Similarly, during the 2001 tsunami in Peru,
runup ranged from less than 4 m to over 8 m in a 100-km stretch
of coastline (28). While these field observations suggest that
regional bathymetry and local topography increase variability in
local wave height, flow speed, and inundation distance, they also
imply that obstacles may not always have a protective benefit.
This cautionary insight has been confirmed through laboratory
studies (31–34).

Numerical simulations provide an attractive complement to
field observations and laboratory experiments because they
allow the study of tsunami runup in an idealized setting that
is not limited to conditions realizable in the laboratory. One
important contribution of runup modeling is to point out the
importance of the tsunami waveform (35–37). The nonlinear-
ity of the tsunami wave affects onshore flow velocities signif-
icantly due to differing degrees of wave steepening (36) and
wave breaking (35) in one-dimensional simulations. The degree
to which an obstacle reduces the inundation distance hence
depends on the form of the incoming wave (35, 36) and, poten-
tially, the existence of a leading depression in the waveform
(38). The insight that the characteristics of the tsunami wave
have a large effect on runup (35–37) implies that the pro-
tective benefit of tsunami mitigation parks may depend sensi-
tively on how much the incoming wave resembles the “design
event,” namely the tsunami wave that the park was designed to
protect against.

Results
Reflection Is the Primary Protective Benefit of Tsunami Mitigation
Parks. We study tsunami runup over an idealized planar beach
with a park onshore (see Fig. 2 A and B for the model setup),
using the two-dimensional (2D) shallow water equations. While
the setting is abstract, it allows us to identify general insights
that could inform the design of parks at different geographic
sites. Inspired by the Morino project (39), we assume that the

tsunami mitigation park consists of a single row of ellipsoidal
hills (Fig. 2 A and B). In SI Appendix, we also investigate conical
hills similar to those currently under construction at Consti-
tución, Chile. For the coastal bathymetry, we assume a constant,
moderate offshore slope of 1/50, but show results for a wide
range of slopes in SI Appendix. We generate an N wave using
Carrier’s expression (40) (see Methods and SI Appendix for a
comparison of N waves with a leading depression as opposed
to a leading elevation). This waveform, while still idealized, is
more representative of a near-field tsunami waveform than a
soliton (38).

Fig. 2 C–F shows the evolution of the free surface at differ-
ent stages of tsunami approach and impact in the near field. The
initial waveform (Fig. 2C) propagates in both directions driven
by gravity (Fig. 2D), impacts with the hill (Fig. 2E), and contin-
ues onshore past the hill until it runs out of kinetic energy to
move up the slope (Fig. 2F). A significant reflected wave forms
when the tsunami impacts the hill, which is seen most clearly in
the zoom-in (Fig. 2G). This result suggests that reflection is the
main mechanism by which mitigation hills reduce destructive flux
onshore for tsunamis that are at least approximately described
by the assumed N-wave form. In SI Appendix, we show that the
green component of tsunami mitigation parks, namely vegeta-
tion, has a comparatively minor effect on the waveform of the
incoming tsunami.

The potential of a tsunami to cause damage depends on the
hydrodynamic force it exerts on structures or, equivalently, the
kinetic energy it transports onshore (41–43). In Fig. 3A we
estimate the energy flux over time integrated over the along-
shore transect through the hill centers to isolate the effect
of reflection on the energy flux. For a tsunami with an ini-
tial amplitude that is comparable to the height of the hills,
runup through a single row of hills reduces the peak kinetic
energy flux by about 29% compared to the same tsunami impact-
ing a planar beach. Fig. 3B highlights that reflection reduces
the kinetic energy flux specifically without altering potential
energy flux.

Differences in park design alter the reflective flux and affect
the protective benefits of the mitigation park sensitively. In SI
Appendix, we provide a preliminary analysis of some of the
key design parameters, namely hill spacing, hill height, and hill
shape. Not surprisingly, we find that tightly spaced hills reflect
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Fig. 2. (A) Schematic diagram of the model domain in cross-section. (B) Map view of the domain at the shoreline. The black dashed line indicates the initial
shoreline and we define the red dashed box as the onshore region. (C) Carrier N wave used as initial condition. (D) Offshore propagation of the tsunami.
(E) Impact of the tsunami bore onto the hills. (F) Formation and backward propagation of the reflected wave. (G) Zoom-in onto the three-dimensional free
surface of F.

more flux and smaller hills reflect less flux. As the degree of
reflection depends not only on the park design but also on
the large-scale bathymetry, it is valuable to perform a detailed,
site-specific analysis prior to the design of a new tsunami mit-
igation park to quantify energy reflection for the site under
consideration.

Protective Benefits Are Limited for Tsunami Amplitudes That Exceed
the Hill Height. The insight that reflection is the main protective
benefit of tsunami mitigation parks highlights the opportunity
for maximizing risk mitigation through strategic park design,
because the degree of reflection depends on various design
parameters including hill spacing, shape, and height. The chal-
lenge is that the tsunami characteristics such as wave length,
wave height, and number of waves are unknown. The design
challenge is particularly pronounced in the near field, where
the amplitude and wavelength of the tsunami may vary by sev-
eral orders of magnitude and the incidence angle may span
a wide range. Previous studies have pointed out that increas-
ing the offshore amplitude of the tsunami wave for a fixed hill

height will increase inundation distance and onshore kinetic
energy (10, 44). In this study, we quantify how quickly the pro-
tective benefit provided by the mitigation hills decays with the

Fig. 3. (A) Time series of the total energy flux at x = 60 for simulations with
hills compared to a planar beach. We estimate the reflected energy flux by
subtracting the total energy flux in the absence of hills from the energy flux
through the hills. (B) Comparison of the kinetic and potential contribution
to total energy flux with and without hills.
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tsunami amplitude, A, and wavelength, λ, for different park
designs.

Fig. 4A shows the time series of total kinetic energy onshore,
where we define the onshore zone as starting from the tran-
sect between hill centers to the end of the domain (Fig. 2B).
We consider three different wave amplitudes from less than half
the hill height, A/H = 0.4 representative of a small tsunami;
to an intermediate tsunami with an amplitude that is com-
parable to the hill height, A/H = 1; to a large tsunami with
amplitude two times the hill height, A/H = 2. For all three
cases, we normalize the kinetic energy by the initial poten-
tial energy of the N wave. We focus on hill spacing as the
main design parameter, but consider additional factors in SI
Appendix.

Wave amplitudes smaller than the hill height lead to signif-
icant reflection and reduction in total kinetic energy onshore
(Fig. 4A). Fig. 4A also shows that the portion of reflected
kinetic energy depends sensitively on hill spacing for tsunamis
with small amplitudes compared to hill height. In this limit,
the specific design of the hillscape has the largest impact on
the overall protective benefit provided. The effect of park
design becomes less pronounced as the tsunami amplitude
increases. For the design event medium A/H , defined here as a
tsunami with an amplitude that is comparable to hill height, the
spread of onshore kinetic energy decreases relative to a small
tsunami event and for a large tsunami, park design has only a
marginal effect. These simulations show not only that the por-
tion of kinetic energy reflected decreases notably for increasing
tsunami amplitude, but also that park design is likely of lim-
ited value for optimizing the protective benefit against large
tsunamis.

Fig. 4B shows the maximum inundation distance for differ-
ent hill spacings and tsunami amplitudes. We find that mit-
igation hills reduce the maximum inundation distance only
slightly and by a comparable degree for the vast majority of
cases considered. The main reason is that the single line of

Fig. 4. (A) Total onshore kinetic energy normalized by initial potential
energy. Shown is the comparison across wave amplitudes and obstacle
spacings for the longest wave (robs/λ= 0.006). (B) Maximum inundation
distance as a function of A/H for slope of 1/50. Shown is the comparison
between simulations with hills (solid line) and with no hills (dashed line).

hills considered here still allows significant flow between the
hills that reaches similar inundation distances to those in the
no-hills case. Interestingly, the reduction in maximum inun-
dation distance is least pronounced for small tsunamis (small
A/H ) despite the reduced kinetic energy onshore (Fig. 4A),
particularly at large hill spacing, ∆/2r = 2. The idealized park
design we study is thus not effective at controlling inundation
distance.

Fig. 4 begs the question of whether the difference in behav-
ior is the consequence of the different initial potential energy of
the wave or whether varying wave amplitude alters the onshore
kinetic energy even when potential energy is unchanged. To
investigate this, we model a range of initial conditions with
constant potential energy, Ep , and variable A/λ. We hold Ep

constant by increasing λ as A is decreased. By fixing the ini-
tial potential energy, we can isolate the effect of changing wave
amplitude separate from the change to the potential energy avail-
able in the domain. These simulations, available in SI Appendix,
show that the amplitude of the initial condition, rather than the
potential energy, is controlling the onshore kinetic energy during
inundation.

Potentially Adverse Effects of Tsunami Mitigation Parks. A close
inspection of Fig. 4B shows that the maximum inundation dis-
tance may increase for runup through a hillscape compared
to runup over a flat beach, particularly for relatively large hill
spacings (e.g., ∆/2r = 2). While the overall kinetic energy flux
decreases, at least for small to intermediate tsunamis, the spatial
variability increases. In fact, if flow is channelized by the presence
of the hills, the destructive reach of the tsunami could increase
and pose an additional risk to structures that would not otherwise
be impacted. Based on our simulations, channelization is some-
what less pronounced for large tsunamis, because the majority of
the flow overruns the hills (Fig. 4A).

Apart from a potential increase in the maximum inundation
distance, flow channelization between the hills entails a local
increase in the kinetic energy in the onshore zone (Fig. 5). This
effect is not apparent in Fig. 4, because we are comparing the
temporal evolution of total kinetic energy onshore in these cases.
In Fig. 5, we plot the local difference in kinetic energy for a
mitigation park with intermediate hill spacing (∆/2r = 1.0) com-
pared to the no-hill case. In the absence of a park, the local
kinetic energy is approximately constant in transects parallel to
the shore. The presence of hills distorts that homogeneous distri-
bution by redistributing the kinetic energy spatially. Shortly after
impact it is particularly high between the hills, but then spreads
out to the zone behind the hills. The zone behind the hills might
also be preferentially impacted if the tsunami is large enough to
overrun the hills (Fig. 5).

Ramifications for Mitigation Park Design. Hybrid solutions for mit-
igating coastal risk reflect the insight that gray approaches like
sea walls and green solutions like vegetation provide different
and potentially complementary protective benefits (45). Integrat-
ing green and gray approaches can thus create “multiple lines
of defense” (46) against coastal hazards and provide better pro-
tection than one approach in isolation. The degree to which
there is an added benefit from a hybrid approach hinges on the
complementarity of protective benefits provided by its individual
elements.

We show that the main protective benefit of tsunami miti-
gation parks is the partial reflection of wave energy. The park
thus has a similar effect to a small wall at the coastline (see
SI Appendix for a direct comparison). Combining a wall and
hills in one park design would duplicate the protective bene-
fit of reflection and therefore might not provide clear added
value. Interestingly, existing tsunami defense designs such as the
Morino project and the mitigation park at Constitución, Chile

Lunghino et al. PNAS | May 19, 2020 | vol. 117 | no. 20 | 10743
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the local difference in kinetic energy for tsunami
runup through a tsunami mitigation park compared to a planar beach for
four temporal snapshots. Orange denotes zones of elevated kinetic energy
compared to the no-hill case and purple highlights zones of reduced kinetic
energy. (A–C) Local differences are highest upon tsunami impact on the
hills (A) and then spread from the zone between the hills to behind the
hills (B and C). As the flow continues onshore (D), the differences in kinetic
energy decay.

(Fig. 1) typically combine walls and hills. Our simulations sug-
gest that it may be sufficient to rely on the hills for reflection.
Excluding walls from the park design could reduce expenses
and reduce water pooling during rundown. Contrary to walls,
tsunami mitigation parks also have additional protective ben-
efits such as providing an evacuation zone for local residents
as in the case of the greenbelt project in South Java shown in
Fig. 1 and increasing the distance of dwellings and infrastructure
from the coastline.

All current park designs we are aware of include vegetation,
typically both on and between the hills, which adds a complemen-
tary protective benefit. Many previous studies have evaluated the
protective benefits of coastal forests during tsunamis (2, 15, 20,
24, 47) and found that they can act to reduce inundation depth
and flow speed both within and behind the vegetated zone (15,
20, 47). In the context of tsunami mitigation parks, vegetation
could provide multiple complementary benefits. By elevating the
basal friction, vegetation could slow down the flow and reduce
runup (20). In SI Appendix, we show that this effect is small com-
pared to the reduction in kinetic energy as a consequence of
reflection. A more important protective benefit could be a sta-
bilizing effect on the hillscape due to reduced erosion (15). Hills
typically consist of erodible material and their shape will likely be
altered by tsunami runup. Scour around hills (48) could rapidly
change the spacing between the hills—an important parameter
in determining onshore kinetic energy. Even complete erosion of
the hills is possible, depending on their composition. For exam-
ple, entire artificial dunes were removed by the 2011 Tohoku
tsunami (49).

Despite the multiple protective benefits of tsunami mitiga-
tion parks, there are also risks associated with the approach.
Maybe most importantly, its protective benefits are limited to
small and intermediate tsunamis. In this limit, strategic design
that maximizes reflection has the largest potential to maximize
the protective benefit, but our analysis suggests that it is likely
ineffective at extending the protective benefits of the park to
large tsunamis (Fig. 4A). An additional concern is that while hills
reduce total kinetic energy onshore, they redistribute that kinetic
energy, and hence the risk associated with tsunami impact, in
a spatially heterogeneous way. It is possible that certain loca-

tions, particularly in the vicinity of the hills, might be exposed
to a higher risk than without a park. The design ramification of
this finding is that placing the structure or community in need
of protection directly behind the park could increase its risk,
particularly for large-amplitude tsunamis. A potentially promis-
ing alternative would be to consider a sequence of increasingly
smaller, staggered hills to dampen flow speeds and reduce chan-
nelization or to complement the park with other risk mitigation
interventions.

Here, our aim is to gain general insights into the design criteria
that would be worthwhile to evaluate when planning a tsunami
mitigation park. The sensitive dependence of the protective ben-
efit on both wave properties and park design highlights that a
meaningful evaluation of the risks and benefits must be done on
a site-by-site basis. For example, if the site does not experience
frontal wave impact but rather lateral or multidirectional flow,
reflection might be reduced. Similarly, the wave form impact-
ing a far-field community might no longer be well described by
the N wave considered here but resemble a bore instead and our
analysis does not apply in this limit.

Methods
We use x to denote the position vector and u = u(t, x) for the flow veloc-
ity. The height of the free surface relative to the bathymetry is h = h(t, x).
The water surface level hence consists of two separate components, the
dynamic evolution of the free surface, η(t, x), and the imposed bathymetry,
Hb(x), such that h = η(t, x)−Hb(x), keeping in mind that Hb(x) is negative
below the geoid. We solve the 2D viscous nonlinear shallow water equations
with NUMA2D, a high-order discontinuous Galerkin solver, which has been
developed since 2002, benchmarked, and used extensively for ocean mod-
eling as reviewed in SI Appendix. We note that the main strength of the
shallow-water approximation lies in resolving the large-scale dynamics of
runup and that our model does not accurately resolve the physical processes
contributing to dissipation when the tsunami impacts the hills such as wave
breaking, runup over sedimentary or vegetated surfaces, or turbulence
generation.

We solve the shallow-water equations, reformulated as

ht +∇ · (hu) = δ∇ · (µSGS∇h), [1]

(hu)t +∇ ·
(

hu⊗ u +
g

2
(h2−H2

b)I
)
+ gη∇ · (HbI) =

∇ · (ηµSGS∇u)− n2g
u|u|
h1/3

, [2]

where I is the 2× 2 identity matrix, δ= 1 is a binary switch to activate
the stabilization term, g = 9.81 ms−2 is the acceleration of gravity, n is the
Manning friction coefficient, and µSGS is the dynamic dissipation coefficient
defined in ref. 50 and discussed in detail in SI Appendix. By construction,
the dynamic numerical dissipation only contributes to the dissipation of
the high-wave-number energy buildup in the proximity of sharp fronts
without altering the large-scale flow dynamics. The coefficient µSGS is
zero where the water surface is smooth and increases in the vicinity of
wave fronts.

To initiate the tsunami, we use Carrier’s description of an N wave (40),

η= 2(a1 exp{−k̂1(x− x̂1)2}− a2 exp{k̂2(x− x̂2)2}), [3]

with x̂1 = 1,000 + 0.5151125λ, x̂2 = 1,000 + 0.2048λ, k̂1 = 28.416/λ2, k̂2 =

256/λ2, a1 = A, and a2 = A/3. The free parameters in our simulations are
the wavelength, λ, and the amplitude, A, of the initial wave. An example
of the Carrier wave initial condition and offshore propagation behavior for
A = 15 and λ= 2,000 is shown in Fig. 2. We use free-slip, no-penetration
boundary conditions on all four boundaries, meaning that the component
of the velocity vector perpendicular to the boundary is set to zero and the
tangential component is unaltered.

To quantify the energy flux onshore, we derive the energy flux from
the shallow-water equations (Eqs. 1 and 2) as detailed in SI Appendix. The
derivation yields
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f = u

[
gh2

2
+ hq

]
, [4]

where q = u · u/2. The energy flux described by Eq. 4 is a vector quantity
with direction given by the flow velocity vector and it has units of m4·s−3.
In the analysis of our model results we integrate across the width of the
domain at a fixed location and normalize by the width of the domain. For a
location of xs and a domain of width Y ,

F(t, x = xs) =
1

Y

∫ Y

0
f(t, x = xs, y)dy. [5]

We can now isolate the kinetic, Fk, and potential, Fp, components,

Fp =
1

Y

∫ Y

0
u

(
gh2

2

)
dy, [6]

Fk =
1

Y

∫ Y

0
u(hq)dy [7]

and compare their relative magnitudes.
All codes needed to reproduce our main results through the open-

source package GeoClaw are available as a GitLab repository from the
SIGMA research group at Stanford University: http://zapad.stanford.edu/
sigma/pnas-2020 tsunami-mitigation-parks. A detailed readme file provides
instructions.
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